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1 Abstract

 

This report calculates the physical size and the power dissipation for a 
particular application implemented on a multiprocessor. All parts except 
the control part as instruction decoding and addressing are treated.

It is found that the power dissipation is approximately equal to twice the 
intrinsic logic gate power, i.e. the best theoretically possible. For large 
problems an additional power being proportional to the mean vertex 
length of a DAG has to be added. Power due to memories may be ignored.

The size being the area of microcircuits corresponds to the area of the 
pure memory cells for a theoretical minimum amount of memory needed.

It is also found that the implementation of the arithmetic, memories, wir-
ing and clock synchronisation depart heavily from the traditional way to 
implement them. The techniques used, is however not new.

It is also found that there is no need of long wires on a chip. Thus the 
emerging problem with transmission delays on such wires is eliminated.

 

2 Summary - introduction
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, method and result

 

Computer architecture as a science has existed since the 1950’s. In the 
beginning it was a path of trial and errors in order to do the best to find 
what a processor was. The result was structure.

In the 70’s the research turned to be more results oriented. New and old 
structures were researched. By using different test suites measures from 
simulated and also actual measures from tests were used to compare dif-
ferent implementations. This type of research has continued until now.

In the respect of multiprocessors the research have mainly been on 
implementation details and structures. Little measures have been 
reported.

It is the author’s belief that computer architecture could be turned into a 
real science where the various characteristics of a computer could be 
described in analythic form by mathematical expressions. In an earlier 
paper [3] it has been shown that the main computer architectural meas-
ures are 

 

latency time

 

, 

 

memory size

 

 and 

 

communication speed

 

. An 
application could be characterised by a number of measures. By using 
these application measures the architectural measures could be calcu-
lated for a particular multiprocessor.

Such a (multi)processor has a general structure consisting of arithmetic 
units and memory modules all being connected by a communication net-
work.

The research in this report is a continuation where the physical meas-
ures should be calculated. The physical measures are the latency 

 

time 
delay

 

, 

 

area

 

, and 

 

power dissipation

 

 based on resistance and capaci-
tances of actual physical devices as transistors and wires.

This report does not differ between processor and multiprocessor. The 
general understanding of a processor is a special case of a multiproces-
sor. The words processor and multiprocessor are therefore freely used 

 

1. 

 

This report is not written as conventional research reports. Instead a top down breadth first description is used. Thus the main 
paragraph is the abstract followed by a summary containing an introduction, problem formulation, result and description of 
research method. A discussion of the result follows and then all paragraphs according to the research method.
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and should be considered the same, but when referring to traditional 
research the traditional meanings are used.

 

2.1  Problem formulation

 

A processor is a machine consisting of arithmetic units, memories and a 
communication network. The parts have a very general meaning, thus

• an 

 

arithmetic unit

 

 is some type of device using binary state to 
implement expressions with physical devices as gates. No states 
are stored. The entire unit is combinatorial.

• a 

 

memory

 

 is a type of device storing words of binary information. 
The simplest form is a register, and more complex forms store 
words in lists or arrays.

• a 

 

communication network

 

 consists of switching arithmetic and 
communication links. The switching arithmetic moves depending 
on control binary information from one point to another point. The 
communication links are the necessary devices and the transmis-
sion medium performing the actual physical transport.

This report assumes that the implementations of these units are based 
on CMOS integrated circuit technology. The communication is mainly on 
metal wires, either on-chip or off-chip. Optical transmission links are 
also treated.

The physical implementation has, except for the communication links, a 

 

size

 

 being measured as area. Communication links have a physical size 
on-chip, but off-chip they just have a length. They all consume 

 

energy

 

 
for a particular operation. If this energy is repeated with a particular fre-
quency, a power dissipation could be estimated. Each unit has a 
throughput defined by the 

 

scheduling interval

 

. It is the time between 
two subsequent operations performed by the particular unit.

The problem to be researched in this report is

• find appropriate ways to abstract the processor units

• define the important characteristics of the units

• give analythic expressions on the characteristics for the particular 
units and from them give the physical measures for a processor.

 

2.2  Results

 

If the application is too small there is no result.

The application is executing either one task or repeated tasks with real-
time cycles. One such task is considered. It could be described by a 

 

data 
access graph

 

 

 

DAG

 

. It consists of operations connected by directed verti-
ces. The result of an operation is a node.

 

area

 

Allocation and scheduling methods, not described in this report [3], may 
allocate and schedule the nodes to a number (less than the number of 
nodes) of memory words. The size of an optimum processor is almost the 
size of the memory cells for these words. The size of wiring, communica-
tion switches and arithmetic units could generally be ignored. However, 
contemporary implementations are far from this.

 

energy

 

In the DAG there are operators. If each of them is substituted by a DAG 
for the operator implementation, a complete DAG is the result. Such a 
DAG contains a certain amount of nodes, equivalent to the amount of 
gate nodes. The technology used has a gate capacitance. When it is 
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charged to the power supply voltage, it contains a particular energy. This 
energy is the reference for energy. The energy of an optimum processor 
dissipates about 4 such reference energies per gate node. The energy for 
communication links and memories could generally be ignored. However, 
contemporary implementations are far from this.

For some classes of problems the communication may increase the 
energy consumption by a factor 10. 

 

2.2.1  Indicated results

 

As a by-product to this research there is another result, however just 
indicated and not proved:

A multiprocessor chip could be assumed to consist of a number of 
regions. Generally such a region is a set of arithmetic units, memories 
etc or parts of them. From circuit point of view these units do only have 
one global electrical feature - the power distribution.

All wiring is short and only within a region or between neighbour regions. 
This is for all types of wires, including data, control and clocks.

 

2.2.2  Other research

 

As a part of the result its is found that there are some areas needing 
more research

• a bidirectional 

 

graph of clocks

 

 are assumed. The clocks are to be 
controlled to have the same phase. Each clock is generated by an 
oscillator “clock generator”. Each such one has a connection 
according to the graph. Thus each clock generator has as input 
time references from other clock generators. They are used in the 
regulator loop. The goal is to have picosecond phase difference.

•

 

high trough put low power memory

 

. Contemporary fast memo-
ries are generally designed for fast access time at an adequate 
power dissipation level.

•

 

low power short distance communication links

 

. The goal is to 
reduce the energy consumption for a transferred bit as much as 
possible.

•

 

pipe-lined arithmetic

 

. The goal is to increase frequency, reduce 
area and energy. Critical problems to solve is clock distribution 
and register design. This may result in restrictions on the DAG for 
operators.

There is also one more fundamental problem to research, namely the 
control mechanisms of parallel hardware (see paragraph 3.7 on page 10).

 

2.3  Method

 

A straight forward research method is used:

1 operators and nodes are allocated and scheduled to arithmetic 
units and memory words, respectively.

2 The main performance issues for the different types of units are 
described and analysed.

3 For each type of unit one or several good circuit types are 
described. Each of them are implemented using CMOS technology 
or appropriate hardware.
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4 The hardware characteristics are described with mathematical 
expression. The scheduling interval, the area and the energy dissi-
pation are estimated.

The units are described as general units with size parameters. The 
parameters are optimised for best performance. The hardware 
characteristics are estimated using these optimised parameters.

5 The physical measures are related to programming concepts, i e 
the DAG. The different units and the processor are discussed in 
that respect.

 

3 Discussion

 

The main assumption for this research is that the execution could be 
described by a DAG [3]. It has to be derived by some means from the pro-
grams specifying the application. This report does not describe this con-
version nor does it show that it is possible.

It is clear that many signal processing applications can easily be con-
verted to DAGs, however sometimes rather large. There are other appli-
cations that must be reformulated or translated in order not to be 
sequential. An example is scanning of text strings.

A first step in the design procedure is to supply specifications for the 
arithmetic. This specification is also a DAG. It substitutes each operator 
in its place in the DAG of the application. This resulting DAG has all the 
properties needed for an implementation in a multiprocessor. The speci-
fication for the operator is an implementation. There is a trade off 
between several parameters when selecting such an implementation (see 
paragraph 3.2 on page 7). The result is almost insensitive to the available 
choices.

There is also a main decision whether an implementation should be bit-
serial, byte-serial or parallel. It could be shown that a parallel variant is 
better because it uses less amount of memory (see paragraph 3.3 on 
page 8).

This report uses standard static CMOS technology. There are a lot of cir-
cuit technologies available. Among them there are some modern or very 
high-performance types. The result is almost insensitive to the choice of 
technology (see paragraph 3.4 on page 8). It is not likely that area could 
be change significantly, however energy consumption may be slightly 
reduced.

Technology will continue to evolve. The circuit devices like wires and 
transistors are scaled. The various devices do not scale with the same 
amount. Wires are scaled much less, and the long ones almost not. In 
the long run this may change the possibility to make optimal design 
because wires will dominate the chip. Massive parallelism allows the 
introduction of pipe-lined wires. The effect will be less wires need. This 
could compensate the less scaling on wires (see paragraph 3.5 on page 
9).

Optimisation is generally a complex problem. In this report there are 
only some few parameters to tune. However, there are a lot of trade-offs 
to consider. Most of them depend on properties of the DAG. It is likely 
that there is such an optimum (see paragraph 3.1 on page 7). The area is 
depicted by the amount of memory needed and the energy consumption 
is given by the DAG.
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In order to facilitate a commercial concept there must be some building 
block. If not all applications would need a custom design that is expen-
sive. In such a block things are generally not optimal instead there is a 
commercial trade off between various properties. There is such a build-
ing block (see paragraph 3.6 on page 10). It is probably based on mem-
ory. It would have adequate amount of communication network and 
arithmetic units. The good with this is that it is a very neutral concept 
that could be used and manufactured by almost anyone. The size of such 
a block in contemporary technology is around 1mm

 

2

 

. It could therefore 
be packaged in multiple units.

 

power dissipation

 

The operator is central. To an operator approximately none memory cell. 
Memories are accessed by three memory accesses. There are three verti-
ces corresponding to paths in the communication network. The path is 1 
to approximately 30 communication links deep. From energy point of 
view the energy dissipated by the arithmetic dominates in most cases. 
For large problems the dominating operators are floating point. With the 
contemporary technology of Table 1: 80pJ per operator. Executing 1 
Tflop/s dissipates 80W. Power dissipation scales quadratic with scaling 
geometry of the technology.

 

area

 

The scheduling rate for the arithmetic unit is almost constant times the 
transistor characteristics. Using the same technology as above the 
scheduling interval is 60ps, i e a clock frequency of 16GHz. The specific 
area per executed operator is for an arithmetic unit 75

 

µ

 

m

 

2

 

/MHz. The 
execution of 1 Tflop/s needs 75mm

 

2

 

 chip area for the arithmetic.

The memory size is impossible to state. The theoretical minimum is very 
low, and less than the size of the arithmetic units. Probably the memory 
area dominates.

The arithmetic unit area scales cubically by technology and memory cells 
quadratic. Therefore it seems that the area of the arithmetic units will 
almost disappear by time. This is not the case, because the amount of 
threads could scale down with technology. The memory size is therefore 
scaling cubically.

 

difference to state 
of the art

 

The characteristics of such devices are extreme. The power dissipation is 
probably three orders of magnitude less than today’s commercial proces-
sors. The memory area is dominating the chip and is application depend-
ant. Due to the large amount of parallel threads this area is much larger 
than in conventional sequential processors. The performance, i e opera-
tors per time unit, of a multiprocessor is several magnitudes higher than 
the contemporary single processors.

There is a main question - why is this the case? why is the solution not 
found earlier? The answer is twofold -

•

 

this report does only consider one half of the problem

 

. Also the 
DAG has to be generated during run-time by the multiprocessor 
(see paragraph 3.7 on page 10).

• the traditional control by instructions in von Neuman computers is 
well adopted for sequential execution but not for parallel ones.

For problems where the DAG is simple there may be rather simple solu-
tions that could be used to reach the reported performance. For other 
DAGs there is a need of more research in methods to control the hard-
ware.

There will be a subsequent report on that subject by the author of this 
paper.
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3.1  What is optimum?

 

In the sections for the various physical units, arithmetic (see paragraph 
6 on page 14), memory (see paragraph 7 on page 21), communication 
(see paragraph 8 on page 30), and clock (see paragraph 9 on page 38), 
the units have each been optimised to both area and power. It has been 
shown that several units are needed of each type. Generally, it is not the 
individual unit that should be optimised rather the entire processor.

There are two inputs to the optimisation, the 

 

number of nodes

 

 and the 

 

number of operators

 

, that are fixed. Starting with them

1 the size of the memory and the memory scheduling rate could be 
estimated. The number of memories are then given.

The number of arithmetic units could be estimated as shown in this 
report. However, there is a trade off between area and energy consump-
tion. It is likely that the area of the memories are much larger than the 
area of the arithmetic units. A change of the area of the arithmetic units 
does not change the total area significantly, thus the arithmetic unit 
scheduling rate could be decreased in order to decrease the energy con-
sumption. Thus,

2 find a proper trade off between area and energy consumption. The 
scheduling rate is set somewhat longer than the optimal one.

A change of the scheduling rate changes the amount of arithmetic units. 
The number of ports to the communication network is subsequently 
changed. Generally this change is marginal. 

 

3.2  Implementation of cells like wires, memories and arithmetic

 

In early days wires, memories and arithmetic units were very simple. The 
reason to this was that chip area was very expensive. When time elapsed 
the application demands changed the units. Different trends and optimi-
sations were used. It resulted in the types of units we see today.

For most electronics there has been a demand to reduce the cycle time 
and the latency time. As a consequence the propagation delays have 
been pushed down. An example is an adder: it started as an implementa-
tion with full adders consisting of a three input EXCLUSIVE OR, a two 
input OR and an AND/OR-gate. A 32 bit adder consisted of 896 transis-
tors. Now adays a carry look-ahead adder is used containing 1708 tran-
sistors and with a much more complex wiring.

It is shown in this report that the throughput rather than the latency 
time is important in order to reduce chip area. In order to reduce energy, 
units with as few switching inputs as possible, i e simple circuits, should 
be used.

The effect of this is

• normal integer arithmetic should use simple adders with some 
proper trade off between latency time and throughput.

• parallel multipliers should be considered only if their energy con-
sumption per operation and their ratio of area and throughput are 
favourable.

• floating point arithmetic could use simpler solutions than current 
ones

The increase of latency time has a penalty. It causes more threads in 
execution. Generally the memory size should increase logarithmicly with 
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the size of a thread and proportional to the number of threads. The 
amount of memory may therefore increase.

There may be a trade off between latency time and area. Probably should 
latency time be short, but not pushed. This means that normal parallel 
methods should be used but probably with some simplification.

 

3.3  Serial or parallel?

 

Traditionally there has been two major implementations for massive par-
allel processing - serial or parallel arithmetic. Is it possible to derive their 
merits?

The allocation and scheduling use a DAG. It does not indicate whether 
serial or parallel implementation is to be used. However, the operators 
are substituted with DAGs using gate operators. The substitution may 
use different algorithms, e g an adder may use a simple carry chain or a 
look-ahead carry. The carry chain has low area and the look-ahead carry 
has short latency time. Because latency-time is traded by memory cells, 
there could be a slight increase in area when using a simple carry chain.

An execution is said to be sequential if the bits of a word for one opera-
tion are allocated to the same arithmetic unit. It is likely that during sub-
sequent periods use bits from the same word.

Whether bits are allocated parallel or sequential it does not change the 
amount of work to do. Thus there is no difference from arithmetic unit or 
communication link point of view. However, memories were introduced 
as an area effective device. It was shown that the address decoder was 
common for several bits of a word. Depending on the memory size and 
the amount of memories needed, it is likely that bit sequential access is 
power wasting and often also area wasting.

To conclude, bits sequential is not as effective as parallel.

 

3.4  Circuit technology

 

A typical standard static CMOS technology has been used when deriving 
the characteristics of the units. There are more circuit types to be con-
sidered. However, it was not the purpose to find the best circuit technol-
ogy and then use it in the most optimum way, rather it was to find the 
physical bounds. There may be better circuits, but it is not easy to derive 
whether they are better or not.

 

single phase 
dynamic logic

 

This logic uses a dynamic load [15][35]. Each gate acts as a register. The 
pipe-line register is therefore not an overhead. There is also a related 
dynamic technology [11].

In each gate there is two transistors switching with the clock frequency. 
The capacitive load on a gate output is as for conventional CMOS. The 
effect is that the register consists of one switched invert with one inverter 
load. Compared to static CMOS the clock load is only 2 gates compared 
with 6. The energy reduction is considerable for shallow pipe-line stages.

The register corresponds to 4 additional transistors over conventional 
ststic CMOS. Wiring for the gates are much simplified because only one 
transistor has to be driven for each clock input. The effect is probably a 
considerable area reduction.

Because the chip area is generally dominated by memory, the effect on 
the chip area is small. The effect on energy dissipation is high, it influ-
ences memory access circuits, wires, communication networks and 
arithmetic almost proportional.
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domino logic

 

A modern technology used is some type of domino logic [9][30]. It is used 
in high-performance arithmetic units [7]. It is a clocked logic. Therefore 
the pipe-line is free, no additional registers are needed. On the contrary, 
the clock switches have to be included in all gates, probably also in 
nodes between transistors. It is not clear whether the amount of transis-
tors driven by clocks is greater or less. Probably there are more. The 
same applies to the total transistor count. Clear is however that more 
nodes are switched and therefore the energy dissipation is higher.

The effect may be that domino logic is faster and therefore fewer arithme-
tic units are needed. Thus the area of the arithmetic units decreases. 
However, they are not significant for the total area.

 

Effect of circuit 
technology

 

Circuit technology can reduce the time delays in registers. Therefore the 
optimal scheduling rate of arithmetic units may be reduced to one gate 
delay. This will reduce the amount of arithmetic units and reduce the 
total area because of this. Generally this are is marginal.

On the contrary, the latency time of an arithmetic unit may be reduced. 
This will reduce the amount of memory. The reduction is almost propor-
tional to the latency time. Therefore a slight reduction in total area is 
expected.

 

3.5  Technology

 

Technology scales. A main problem is that everything does not scale 
equally. The trend during the last 10 years is that transistor length and 
with scale. Wire density does not scale fully. The main wiring layers are 
the two first the polysilicon and metal layers. The uppermost layers do 
almost not scale.

The effect of scaling is:

• the units become smaller.

• memory cells are scaled more than other units. Designs dominat-
ing by memory will probably scale best.

• long wires are not scaled as much as the units. There is a time 
when the area of a chip will be dominating by wires. As wiring and 
its topology is fundamental to the DAG it could not be replaced.

However, transistors scale much. The introduction of registers in 
long wires would help to increase the speed, i e reducing the sched-
uling interval.

The relative size of registers including receiver and transmitters 
would decrease by scaling. Therefore the distance between the reg-
isters could be decreased. The communication speed could be fur-
ther increased and the amount of communication links will 
decrease. 

The relative area of wires for a particular DAG may therefore 
decrease when scaling.

• power distribution wires are almost not scaled. This is good, 
because power density increases and therefore wires need to have 
lower resistance. It will not influence the multiprocessor design.

The wire width does not scale as good as transistor width. Therefore the 
ratio of wiring capacitance to gate capacitance will increase. The relative 
energy consumption for transports will therefore increase. In the long 
run the power consumption from the wires will be dominating.
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3.6  Is there a processor?

 

Assume two types of arithmetic units, L and S, having 10000 and 2000 
gates, respectively. They correspond to 32 bit arithmetic for floating point 
[1] [6] [13] [14] [18] [31] [32] [33] [34] and fix point, respectively. A typical 
implementation of them will use 40000 and 8000 transistors. Assume 
that there is a area ratio between the transistor density in arithmetic 
units and memories being 10. They use an area equal to 520 and 104 
memory words, respectively.

The scheduling rate of the arithmetic units sets the throughput of the 
communication network. More than 96 communication links are needed. 
In a worst case when one operand is stored locally and the other more 
globally the long distance communications needs 20-30 communication 
paths containing several communication links.

In traditional implementations there have been a processor module. With 
the general approach used here there are no such unit. However, there 
may be a good package containing a part of the processor. Such a pack-
age could be named “

 

processor module

 

”.

If an application use much more area of one type of unit, this type of unit 
may set the size of the processor module. Other units may be added with 
an overhead.

The L and S arithmetic units are expected to have 60 and 15 pipe-line 
stages, respectively. Each such stage executes one thread in the DAG. A 
thread stores long-life nodes. The amount is application dependant. 
However, using a depth first scheduling policy it is likely that there is a 
need of more than 10 memory words per thread. Thus the amount of 
words near an arithmetic units is greater than 600 and 150, respectively. 
As shown above, the area of these words are somewhat more than the 
size of the arithmetic units.

Most applications use far more memory. If so a processor module may be 
based on one arithmetic unit and memories using the dominating part of 
the area. The communication needs as shown above need a limited 
amount of communication links. The number of links are so few that 
they could be implemented as pads or on-chip wires.

The answer to the heading is yes, and it is based on memory as resource. 
There is an overhead of arithmetic and communication. A module con-
taining 8192 words, i e 32kbytes, may be proper. The memory dominates 
such a module. The size of the memory is in contemporary technology 
0.5mm

 

2

 

. It needs as a chip 60 pads for communication and probably 10 
for power giving a sum of 70 pads. This indicates that the pad distance is 
around 35

 

µ

 

m.

 

3.7  The control is large and complex

 

The control part is not included in figures discussed. It is regarded 
that the control part is the unit needing most research in order to 
find a proper solution. It is however not in the scope of this report.

 

To give the reader some understanding of the complexity and the prob-
lem with the control, some few words should be said.

 

control data dependency

 

The DAG may contain if-then clauses. They could be treated as 
operators, where the parameters are the expressions to be read. A 
lazy evaluation would eliminate the execution of unnecessary parts 
of the DAG.
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indexing

 

Indexing could be treated as an operator having the entire array as 
input. Because of the way the DAG is treated in this report, there is 
an increase of the communication much more than necessary.

 

NIMD

 

A DAG is a graph. Each operator and node is allocated to a physical unit 
and scheduled to a time period. If the DAG is not data dependent this 
binding is constant. This is the case for several signal processing appli-
cations. Thus the control is a constant array indexed by time period for 
each physical unit. There is no instruction. The control is 

 

No Instruc-
tion Multiple Data

 

.

 

Programs

 

A program could be considered an execution dynamically creating a 
DAG. The classical von Neuman technique using instruction streams is 
one of several control methods. A general control method includes the 
following steps:

1

 

duplication

 

 a template of a function.

2

 

delaying

 

 parts being lazy driven. A part could be eagerly or lazily 
driven.

3

 

decoding

 

 of each variable reference to an identifier (something sim-
ilar to an address)

4

 

mimic the allocation mechanism

 

 and calculate the actual physical 
unit to be controlled or accessed.

5

 

substitute

 

 the identifiers with the actual value for each variable. 
This mechanism is the communication mechanism described else-
where in this report.

This mechanism is to be allocated and scheduled on a processor. For a 
typical von Neuman processor these steps corresponds to 1. instruction 
memory read, 2. branch decision, 3. instruction decoding, 4. base 
address add and indexing, 5. memory access.

As shown, each operator or vertex in the DAG has five execution steps 
just for creating the DAG. Contemporary used techniques is complex. 
There may be other more effective methods. These are to be discussed in 
other reports.

The complexity is confirmed by contemporary processors. The control of 
the pipe-line, branch prediction, dynamic register allocation and sched-
uling, TLB arithmetic and address arithmetic units are large. They may 
occupy the major part of the processor chip area.

 

4 Allocation and scheduling

 

The entire application is considered as a sequence of real-time states 

 

R

 

n

 

, 
inputs 

 

I

 

n

 

 and outputs 

 

O

 

n

 

. There may be several real-time state sequences 
being asynchronous. It complicates the figure but does not change the 
method. Therefore only one real-time cycle is assumed.

During one real time cycle 

 

n the input In and the real-time state Rn is 
used as input to a function F having a result to the next real-time state 
Rn+1 and output On+1. The function F could be expanded to a directed 
graph DAG containing operators and nodes. An operator has an output 
being a node. A node feeds other operators.
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The DAG is the structure used for the analysis in this report. It is 
also used by allocation and scheduling algorithms.

Allocation and scheduling algorithms time space multiplexes the DAG 
onto physical hardware:

• operators are implemented in arithmetic units
• nodes are stored in register (or memory cells)
• vertices are placed on communication links

4.1  Operators
Operators are generally from a set of used operators. Each operator may 
be expanded further into gate-like operators, e g AND, OR, case, if. Each 
such gate operator is to be implemented by a physical gate.

Different operators may be combined into one larger controlled operator. 
The control selects the particular operator. The combined operator is to 
be implemented in an arithmetic unit.

It is outside the scope of this report, what synthesis performed to form 
combined operators with gate like operators. It is assumed that there is a 
set of combined operators, each specified using gate operators.

For each type of combined operator there is a corresponding physical 
arithmetic unit. It is implemented according to the detailed description 
using gate operators.

1 There is a set of arithmetic units, at least one for each type of com-
bined operator used in the DAG. These operators are instances 
alui.

2 There are time periods tj.

The allocation and synthesis algorithms together allocate an operator opi 
on an instance aluk during the time period tj. No other operators are allo-
cated simultaneously on that instance.

4.2  Storage - registers and memory
Input and output are special states. They are ignored here. They could be 
treated as nodes.

Because there is a time space multiplex, the node values need to be 
stored after an allocated time period in an instance. It is performed in 
node instances. They are stored in registers. As will be shown later mem-
ories are optimised versions for a network and a set of registers.

In the same way as operators are allocated and scheduled on instances 
the nodes are allocated and scheduled on registers.

4.3  Communication
All vertices carry state from one point to another. The points are gener-
ally nodes and operators.

In the same way as operators are allocated and scheduled on instances, 
the vertices are allocated and scheduled on communication links. Fur-
ther down the concept network is defined. In order to connect to points 
several communication links have to be passed. Therefore allocation and 
scheduling is performed on a sequence of communication links along a 
path through a communication network.
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5 Physical performance

An implementation of an application is a multiprocessor. It consists of 
various parts. They all together exhibits the following physical perform-
ance.

• latency time is the time from a clock cycle, during which the first 
state of the real-time cycle is used, until the end of the clock cycle, 
during which the last part of the new real-time state is clocked into 
a register.

• area is the total physical area for integrated circuit implementation 
on a single chip or several chips, ignoring pads and external driv-
ers if not stated explicitly. Receivers and drivers for communication 
links are included.

• energy dissipation is the energy used for a unit during one real-
time cycle. It includes energy for communication links of reasona-
ble size. The ratio energy divided by latency time is the power dis-
sipation.

The latency time should be equal to or less than the period of the real-
time cycle of the application. In the analysis here, they are assumed to be 
equal. The implementation analysed is the data path including memo-
ries, registers, arithmetic and data paths. Control structures are not 
included (see paragraph 3.7 on page 10).

Physical cells In order to evaluate the performance, physical cells are needed. They are 
all described in subsequent sections of this chapter. There are many dif-
ferent types of cells available to use. Here there are references to some 
few of them and only one is analysed here.

A cell is characterised by the parameters described above. It is imple-
mented in a particular technology. The goal in this report is to use a total 
technology independent analysis using a switch model. It is almost pos-
sible, but some few adjustment must be included.

Technology The basic technology is based on CMOS. In the switching model it is 
assumed to be n- and p-channel devices. They are always of minimal size 
except for where explicitly specified scales S.

A transistor is assumed to have a resistance r/S and a gate capacitance 
c*S. All other capacitances are neglected.

The analysis is generally base on a symmetrical p- and n-channel device. 
However, actual current of the devices differ by approximately a factor of 
two. This difference can generally be neglected by assuming the resist-
ance from the p-channel devices and the capacitance as the mean capac-
itance of p- and n-channel devices.

The model is of course wrong because it neglects important parameters 
as stray capacitances etc. The model is however used by many simula-
tors where the r and c values are adjusted to compensate for such differ-
ences. The accuracy of such simulators are assumed to be good and 
adequate.

Transistors MOS-transistors are controlled by charge in the channel under the gate 
oxide. The electrical field between drain and source creates a current 
between drain and source. The speed is proportional to the electric field 
Vds/Lchan. The speed is limited to vth by a saturation speed caused by the 
thermal action of the electrons. The saturation is present fro channel 
length less than some micro-meters. The drain current Id is:
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Here wtr and ltr are the width and the length of the transistor and cox is 
the gate capacitance per unit area.The thershold voltage has been 
neglected. The time delay for this current to charged a capacitance corre-
sponding to the gate capacitance is:

2

This speed will be used as the base for the analysis in this report. The 
speed is almost only dependent on physical constants, vth is aapproxi-
mately equal to 100km/s. For the channel length 100nm the speed is 1 
ps.

The charging a gate is the main cause of power dissipation. In this report 
the charge on one transistor is feed from one power supply Vdd. The gate 
oxide of the transistor has the dielectric constant εox and the thickness 
tox. Thus the energy is:

3

For a 1 V power supply 3nm oxide thickness and 100nm gate 
length and 400nm gate width the energy is 45aJ.

Contemporary 
technology

In this report it is not the goal to get an absolutely correct figures but fig-
ures to be compared with each others. As such the model is assumed to 
be fine.

State of the art technology is fast changing. Because this report should 
be technology independent there should be no need of data for a particu-
lar technology. A technology is assumed. Figures should be at state of 
the art, but are assumed. Below is a contemporary technology specified:

6 Operators - arithmetic units

As shown above (see paragraph 4.1 on page 12) the arithmetic is a net of 
arithmetic operators connected by a DAG. The allocation and scheduling 
mechanism time space multiplexes these operators on a number of arith-
metic units.

Id vth wtr cox Vgs•••=

τ wtr ltr• cox• Vgs Id⁄• ltr vth⁄= =

e wtr ltr εox tox⁄••( ) Vdd
2•=

measure p-channel n-channel

dielectric constant eox 3.85 3.85

electron saturation speed vth 100 100 km/s

gate oxide thickness tox 3.0 3.0 nm

gate length l 0.15 0.15 µm

gate width w 0.4 0.4 µm

gate capacitance c 1.0 1.0 fF

transistor current Id 680 680 µA

transistor resistance r 1,5 1,5 kohm

drain diffusion capacitance cd 100 100 aF

transistor time constant τ 1,5 1,5 ps

power voltage Vdd 1.0 1.0 V

switching energy e 1.0 1.0 fJ

wire capacitance cw 200 200 pF/m

chip area per transistor Atr 12 12 µm2

Table 1: A reference technology.
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The arithmetic unit is generally a rather large unit. It could however be 
divided into a number of units resulting in an even smaller unit for mul-
tiplexing. Because most operations are add and multiply-like operations, 
the finer units are more or less parts of the full unit and all such units 
are needed in a typical operation. The various units needs to be imple-
mented. They could be pipe-lined. This technique is further described 
below.

The structure of the 
arithmetic

The arithmetic of an arithmetic unit is assumed to be built by gates 
using boolean algebra. The unit consists of a net of such gates directed 
towards an output. There are paths from the output to the input. It is 
said to have a depth equalling the number of gates passed. Different 
paths may have different depth.

Assume a drawing starting from left continuing to the right where there 
is one column for one level of depth. The deepest path has one gate 
placed in each column. The other paths have gates placed in proper col-
umns. For such paths gates may be moved left/right without any change 
in function.

Figure 1 Pipe-lining within 
arithmetic units.

This is the general view of an arithmetic units. Typical arithmetic units 
may have between 10 and 200 columns.

The gates Each gate has a fan-in being the number of wires connected to the gate 
as inputs and a fan-out being the number of gates connected to an out-
put.

In CMOS technology each gate could be considered one switch network 
connected to Vdd using p-channel devices and one network connected to 
ground using n-channel devices. Each such network may have the state 
closed or open depending on the input. It is assumed that the two net-
works are not closed at the same time. However they may be open at the 
same time.

If they are open at the same time a dynamic state is introduced. In large 
VLSI-circuits they are generally not used because of test problems. This 
analysis considers both cases.

Area is consumed by each implemented gate. The analysis counts area 
by counting scaled transistors.

Energy is consumed by charging a node to Vdd. Subsequently this energy 
is discharged to ground by another state change. From the charge 
through a discharge until the next charge there is a time period. The 
longer this period is the less power is consumed (energy is the same). A 
node having a capacitance cnode consumes the energy
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during the mentioned time. The time is at least two clock cycles. The 
mean power dissipation is depending of the mentioned time. In a particu-
lar arithmetic unit there is a probability of being in a 1 or 0 state. For 
arbitrary nodes the probability is 50%, but may differ for arithmetic 
nodes (e g an overflow node in an adder may not at all switch). Energy is 
therefore assumed to be switched with the relative frequency η. The 
energy consumption of a node with the capacitance c and the power volt-
age Vdd is

5

Race conditions may cause a node to fluctuate until a stable state is 
reached. In this analysis such fluctuations are ignored.

If the input signal has a slow rise-time there could be a considerable cur-
rent through simultaneously conducting p- and n-channel devices. If the 
rise-time almost equals the rise-time of a flip-flop the switching behav-
iour could be normalised. The energy consumption due to concurrent 
conduction could be estimated as a particular fraction of the energy due 
to capacitances. Thus it could be included in the model by adjusting the 
node capacitances.

Modern technology using low voltage transistors may have transistors 
that always conducts. Thus there is a continuous conduction through 
the p- and n-channel devices, This conduction is general a magnitude or 
more less than the normal switching conduction. Below the switching 
frequencies are very high. Therefore the normal conduction is dominat-
ing and the effect could be neglected. 

6.1  Implementation of optimal arithmetic
The multiprocessor is assumed to consist of a network, memories and 
arithmetic units. The arithmetic units are considered to consist of a pipe-
line of stages. Between stages and at the input and the output of an 
arithmetic unit there are registers.

Figure 2 An arithmetic unit 
is implemented with a 
combinatorial set of gates. 
Adding pipe-line within the 
gates increases utilisation and 
speed. A stage from one 
register to another one is 
shown. It consists of a number 
of gates and a register.

There may be one or several types of arithmetic units within the set of 
operators OP depending on the DAG. Of the particular arithmetic opera-
tor op there are Nop. arithmetic units. Thus the total amount of arithme-
tic units is

6

The area of the arithmetic unit for operator op is Aop. The total area of all 
arithmetic units is

7

E cnode Vdd
2•=

E cnode Vdd
2 η••=

register gates register

Nalu Nop
op OP∈

∑=

Aalu Nop Aop•
op OP∈

∑=
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The multiprocessor executes a DAG with a real time cycle Tcyc. The DAG 
contains nop instances of the operator op resulting in an execution fre-
quency:

8

An arithmetic unit starts new arithmetic operations with a scheduling 
interval top. By assuming that the arithmetic units are loaded during the 
entire real time cycle the resulting area of all arithmetic units is esti-
mated to

9

This execution indicates that the area of a the arithmetic units are 
directly proportional to the operand execution frequency. It is also pro-
portional to the scheduling interval of each arithmetic unit.

The DAG is given and thus fop. In order to reduce cost the area Aalu 
should be reduced. Therefore either the area of a particular type of arith-
metic unit should be decreased or the scheduling interval should be 
decreased.

6.1.1  Choice of implementation of operator

An operator has its definition. There may be several implementations of 
this operator. Therefore the choice of implementation is important. The 
area time product Aop • top should be reduced. Alternatives could be 
units with small area and long time or large area and short times. Thus 
the consideration of using a parallel multiplier or several sequential ones 
should be decided upon the area time product (see paragraph 3.2 on 
page 7).

For complex arithmetic as floating point there are many alternatives to 
be investigated. Such complex operators could be broken down into 
some common operations as normalization, alignment, add, multiply, 
scale etc.

It is not within the scope of this report to find a proper arithmetic opera-
tor implementation. It is just assumed that there exists such a one.

6.1.2  Increasing the scheduling rate

For a given operator the scheduling interval could be reduced by using 
pipe-lined arithmetic. The arithmetic unit is implemented as a number of 
stages. Between each stage a register is inserted. The width of such a 
register corresponds to the width of the DAG at that particular point.

In the analysis below it is assumed that each stage has a gate depth of 
dstage. Because of the introduction of registers the affective area of the 
arithmetic unit increase by the registers (see paragraph 3.4 on page 8). 
The scheduling interval is decreased to the sum of the gate delays of the 
stage and the propagation delay and setup time of the register. As a con-
sequence the energy consumption is increased because of the registers.

Assuming that the fan-in and fan-out are nfanin and nfanout, the schedul-
ing interval can be estimated to

10

Here the first term is due to the delay in the register, the second term for 
all intermediate gate nodes and the last term is due to the last gate and 
the clock gate of the input stage of the register. This function is plotted in 
Figure 3 where nfanin and nfanout are equal to 2.

fop nop Tcyc⁄=

Aalu fop Aop top••
op OP∈

∑=

top 2 nfanout dstage 1–( ) nfanin nfanout•• nfanin 1+( )+ + +[ ] 2 τ••=
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The register is assumed to have an area Areg. The arithmetic unit for 
operation op is assumed to have the area Aop. It has a gate depth dop. 
The number of stages are

11

and the total area is

12

The first term is due to the registers and the second term the arithmetic. 
wstage is the width of the register. Inserting this in equation 9 results in

13

In this equation top is taken from equation 10. For a particular DAG all 
parameters are constant except dstage. By varying dstage the total area for 
an operator op may be varied. By subsequently reducing dstage from dop 
down to 1 the scheduling interval is decreased and the register area is 
increased. There is a rather flat optimum near 2 as shown in Figure 3.

The implementation of a pipe-line uses the same gate structure as the 
DAG but inserts register. The switching energy of one stage is

14

Here ncl is the number of transistors in the clock controlled switches. 
The first two terms are due to the internal node of the register and the 
output stage of the register. The third term is due to intermediate gates 
and the fourth the last gate. The fifth term is for the clock controlled 
switches.

An operator op contains gop nodes. Using 14 for pipe line results in the 
power dissipation for arithmetic:

15

6.2  A reference implementation
In order to have a reference to which other implementations can be com-
pare, an intuitive such should be defined here. It cannot be imple-
mented.

It is based on a pipe-line with a stage depth dstage being 1. All influences 
in the characteristics due to the registers are ignored. The scheduling 
interval is assumed to correspond to one gate delay. Equation 10 is 
therefore changed to

16

Equation 9 is therefore changed to

17

This area contains only parameters depending on the DAG and the tech-
nology. The area is much smaller than what is feasible. Generally this 
area is calculated for only one type of operator.

During a real time cycle η fraction of the nodes switches a complete cycle 
where each switch consumes the energy 2•e. Thus the power dissipation 
of the arithmetic of a DAG is

18

nstage dop dstage⁄=

A
oṗ pipe,

nstage wstage• Areg• Aop+=

Aalu fop dop dstage⁄ wstage• Areg• Aop+( ) top••
op OP∈

∑=

Estage 1 nfanout dstage 1–( ) nfanout• 1+ + +[ ] η• 2 e•• ncl e•+=

P 1 Tcyc⁄( ) nop gop Estage dstage⁄••
op OP∈

∑•=

top 2 τ• nfanin nfanout••=

Aref fop Aop nfanin nfanout 2 τ•••••
op OP∈

∑=

Pref 1 Tcyc⁄( ) nop gop η nfanout• 2 e••••
op OP∈

∑•=
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This power consumption is reached if the implementation is performed 
by separate arithmetic units connected as the DAG. The same power dis-
sipation is consumed by the reference implementation.

6.3  Selecting an optimal implementation
In Figure 3 the performance of area and energy dissipation is plotted as 
function of the stage depth. The figure shows continuous values of 
depth, but implementations could only be performed on integer values.

Figure 3 Clock cycle, energy 
dissipation and area of pipe-
lined arithmetic relative a 
reference implementation as 
function of the stage depth 
dstage. Based on nfanout=2, 
nfanin=2, ncl=6, Areg=10, Aop/
dop=4, wstage=1. The clock 
cycle time is divided by 10.

By increasing stage depth power dissipation decreases and area 
increases. The area has an optimum between 1 and 4. The minima is 
rather flat. Assuming that E*A is a quality measure. This function is 
minimal for 4. The area is 7.7 and power dissipation 4.1 relative the ref-
erence.

The clock cycle is 38 gate time constants. In a contemporary technology 
it corresponds to 5-20 GHz clock frequency.

These figures are based on the parameters stated in the figure text. 
Actual operators may have other values.

6.3.1  Fan-in and fan-out

Fan-in and fan-out are parameters to the scheduling interval top and 
behaves similarly. An increasing fan-out or fan-out changes the refer-
ence implementation approximately the same. In Figure 4 the nfanout is a 
parameter. A higher nfanout reduces both area and power dissipation. The 
area optimum for dstage decreases.

In arithmetic units fan-out is generally rather small. A typical look-ahead 
adder has the highest nfanin being 5 and the mean value is 1.7. The cor-
responding figures for nfanout are 5 and 1.8. Therefore the choices of 2 
are typical.
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Figure 4 Area and energy 
dissipation as function of 
dstage. Parameter is nfanout. 
Other parameters as in Figure 
3.

Area, depth and 
width of the 
operator

Aop, dop and wstage all influences one and the same term in equation 13. 
Together they specify the relative area of the register compared with the 
area of the stage arithmetic. They can all be analysed but only one of 
them need to be varied. In figure Figure 5 the area Aop is parameter. The 
energy dissipation is not depending on the parameter. The area 
decreases with an increasing area of the operator. The optimum for dstage 
decreases.

At small values of ddepth it is not likely that the number of arithmetic 
gates would be much larger than 1. A higher value however increases rel-
ative performance. Thus the chosen value is typical.

Figure 5 Area and energy 
dissipation as function of 
dstage. Parameter is Aop. Other 
parameters as in Figure 3. The 
relative area of Aop is increased 
from 1 to 6.

6.3.2  The register

The register implementation is significant. In Figure 6 the area and 
power dissipation is drawn with the parameter Areg. The register area is 
swept from 4 to 12 transistors.

An increasing amount of transistors increases both area and power dis-
sipation. Testing methods may cause the number of transistors to be 
increased. Technology may decrease the number of transistors. 
Advanced switching methods may also decrease the number of transis-
tors (see paragraph 3.4 on page 8).

It is not likely that the dual inversion could be eliminated, however the 
clock switches could be integrated into the gates. Thus the two inverters 
of the register could be eliminated. The clock gate transistors remain. If 
the registers are dynamic the number of transistors are 4.
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The choice of 10 transistors is therefore conservative. Probably should 
the best alternative be feasible, reducing the relative size considerably.

Figure 6 Area and energy 
dissipation as function of 
dstage. Parameter is Areg. Other 
parameters as in Figure 3. The 
parameter is 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. In 
the case of 4 ncl is 4.

In CMOS technology it assumed that at least a pair of n- and p-channel 
devices is needed for a clock switch. The minimum number of phases in 
a switched logic is 2. Thus the minimum ncl is 4. It is used in the best 
alternative in Figure 6.

6.4  Discussion
The arithmetic could be implemented very efficiently. Above it was shown 
that the area could be as low as 4.1 for an implementation with stage 
depth of 2 and smallest possible register. The power consumption is 5 
times the reference implementation. Changing the stage depth to 4 gives 
5 and 3.8, respectively.

By using a more conservative static register with 10 transistors and 
stage depth of 4 the area is 7.7 and power dissipation 4.1.

The pipe-line increases clock speed far up in the GHz range. It could be 
argued that this is a too high frequency. As shown, from power point it is 
not. From synchronisation point of view the circuit size is at least a mag-
nitude smaller than current microprocessor circuits. Probably the area is 
much less than 1 mm2.

The implementation of the register is crucial. The power dissipation 
would be around 4 and the area in the range from 4 to 8. These figures 
should be compared to those for a conventional implementation in 
microprocessors using the stage depth being the entire arithmetic unit. 
For such an implementation the area is 63 and power dissipation 2.6.

The massive implementation could be made a magnitude smaller than in 
contemporary microprocessors!

7 Storage - registers and memories

In a processor the real-time state has to be store. It is assumed that 
there are much more nodes in a DAG than there are nodes as input and 
output in the DAG. therefore the real-time state is ignored.

Storage is only needed for input, output and intermediate nodes of the 
DAG. The primary storage is registers.
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Input are read once during a real-time cycle. Output nodes are written 
once. Intermediate nodes are written once and read as many times as 
there is fan-out of the node. Typical fan-out are 1-2. there are however 
examples of nodes with fan-out greater than 1000.

A register contains as little as two internal circuit nodes and consumes 
only power when written! It is impossible to use less energy (see para-
graph 3.4 on page 8). The register contains a4-10 transistors of a signifi-
cant size. In order to reduce the area for an implementation of a DAG the 
amount of registers and the area of a register should be reduced. Sched-
uling can be used to minimize the amount of registers. Thus a physical 
implementation has to reduce the size of the register.

The usual way to solve this is to minimise the unique parts and share 
the remaining parts. The registers then results in a SIMD being a mem-
ory. It consists of a network (a bus), the bit lines of the memory, and 
memory cells. Thus the memory cells and memory peripheral could be 
considered resources to be scheduled together with the arithmetic and 
communication.

There may be memories of several types. Memory capacity, static power 
and energy consumption for the accesses are to be optimised. Generally 
there are some few memories storing many words and many small high 
throughput memories.

7.1  Memory structure and hierarchy
Let us assume that the memories are resources, bus and memory cells, 
connected to a network The interface between the bus and the network is 
always through a register. Thus all communication in the multiprocessor 
is through registers. The registers have to be schedule in conjunction 
with memory accesses, communication, and arithmetic operators.

A memory contains memory cells. Nodes in the DAG can be scheduled 
and allocated in several different schemes as:

• direct, a value of a memory cell is transferred to a register, com-
municated to a new register and then used as input to arithmetic.

• indirect, a value of a memory cell is transferred to a register, com-
municated to a new register and then written into another memory 
cell (generally of a more powerful memory). This access is used in a 
memory hierarchy and queues.

• cache, a node has a home place in a memory cell. Transfers are 
performed as in an indirect case, but the use of the value always 
results in a transfer from one memory to another and generally 
back again.

In the direct case there is only one write access and nfanout read accesses 
to memories. The total amount of accesses is

19

In the indirect case there is generally only one write access when writing 
a node in the DAG. The read access consists of one read of an upper 
memory and one write to a lower memory. This procedure is repeated 
(nhier-1 times) for each memory in the memory hierarchy. Finally, the 
lowest memory is read. Transfers from an upper to a lower memory may 
be limited to one transfer. The total amount of accesses is

20

nacc 1 nfanout+=

nacc 1 nfanout 1 nhier 1–( ) 2•+( )•+=
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In a cache memory the write operation causes a transfer from an upper 
memory to a lower, write in a lower, and a transfer back to an upper 
memory. A read access causes a transfer from an upper memory to a 
lower memory, and a read of a lower memory. The cache could have a hit 
ratio ηhit causing less transfers during the read operation. If the cache 
block length is wmem.

21

Caches and memory hierarchies introduces many more accesses to 
memories than necessary, especially a cache. Assume that the fan-out is 
2. A node in the DAG then corresponds to 3 accesses for a simple mem-
ory, 7 accesses for a two level hierarchy and 7-12 for a cache. The low 
memory has 3, 5 and 5-7, respectively.

Memory hierarchies may reduce latency time but not the number of 
accesses. In a massive application where nodes can be scheduled and 
allocated a memory hierarchy does not help!

The allocation may allocate nodes with long life-time to memories with 
long latency time. The application as such, i e the DAG, defines the 
number of accesses and where it is possible to allocate the nodes.

7.2  Memories
Conventional memories use a micro architecture being inherited for gen-
erations. All characteristics have been tuned to standard microproces-
sors. The memories for massive multiprocessing must have other 
characteristics.

Memories are used in order to

1 reduce the number of arithmetic units. A memory cell stores a 
node of a DAG in order to time space multiplex the arithmetic 
units. This is done in order to reduce the size of an arithmetic unit 
to generally one memory word.

2 reduce the size of a register and its network to one memory cell.

From power point of view the use of memories are always worse than 
what they substitute for both cases 1 and 2. From area point of view they 
are superior. Area cannot be reduced below the size of the memory word. 
Scheduling may allocate several nodes of the DAG to one memory word. 
Therefore the properties of the DAG defines a minimal area.

7.3  Many storage banks
The arithmetic units have a considerable speed pacing the speed needed 
by the DAG. Equations 19-21 indicates that there are at least 3 memory 
access per arithmetic operation. The memory bandwidth must match 
this speed.

In the current technology the needed bandwidth may be 10th of GHz per 
arithmetic unit.

7.4  Memory micro architecture
There may be many types of memories in a multiprocessor. The signifi-
cant memories are those on a lowest level. Therefore a low power high 
speed memory is discussed in this section.

nacc 1 nhier 4 wmem••+( ) nfanout 1 nhier 1–( ) 1 ηhit–( ) 2 wmem•••+( )•+=
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7.4.1  The memory cell

The memory cell is the essential cell giving the performance. Because of 
the speed characteristics the only possible cell is a static register cell. 
There are various implementation of this cell. The most common is 4 
transistors and two resistors.

Generally all these cells are very fast. Therefore the important character-
istics is the physical size. These cells have all a negligible power con-
sumption.

Reading Because the cell should be very small, the available currents from the 
cell is rather small. The only available network devices are two transis-
tors feeding the state to a bus. The currents available are so low that the 
voltage switching speed on the busses are almost not present. Of that 
reason the currents are measured.

The current goes from ground through one driving transistor of the mem-
ory cell, the coupling transistor, to the bit-line bus, charging the bus 
capacitance and to a sense amplifier reading the bus voltage.

The speed of this circuit is crucial.

Normal amplifiers are power hungry and slow. The best amplifiers are 
short circuited flip-flops that are allowed to swing free from a small 
unbalanced state to a saturated state (see paragraph 8.1.5 on page 34). 
Because the current is low, the energy dissipated is low.

Writing Writing of a memory cell is to force a state onto the flip-flop. Because of 
the asymmetry of the flip-flop the Vdd voltage applied to the bit-lines do 
not switch the memory cell. Instead the partly short circuiting one node 
inside the memory cell to ground initiates the switching. This means that 
both bit-lines have to be switched, one to ground and one to Vdd.

The bit-lines have a large capacitance due to both wire capacitance and 
drain diffusion capacitance of the coupling transistors. Due to this large 
capacitance the writing dissipate much energy. The number of words of a 
bit-line has to be kept low in order to reduce the energy dissipation.

The capacitance of the internal nodes of the memory cell is small. The 
memory cell is therefore fast. The time delay of the writing operator is 
caused by switching the bit-lines.

Addressing Addressing is performed by switching the voltage high on one the word-
line controlling the coupling transistors of the memory cell. The capaci-
tance is given for a memory cell, two gate loads. Rise-time should be at 
least moderate in order to get short read and write delays.

The word line has the capacitance of an entire word. Thus it is consider-
able. However it is twice the smallest capacitance possible. The energy 
consumption is therefore at most a factor of two from the theoretical 
minimum. It is in the same range as for a normal register.

The bit cell 
dimensioning

As described above all characteristics of the bit cell is good except the 
writing characteristics. It is heavily depending on the number of words 
and the technology for the drain region of the transistors. The number of 
words could be limited by architecture design. The drain capacitance 
could only be controlled by choosing an appropriate technology.

7.4.2  Pipe-lined memory

The pipe-line has to be designed to increase throughput as much as pos-
sible. The shortest scheduling interval is define by how short the read or 
write cycle can be done.
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Registers may be placed on each word-line and bit-line. Writing cannot 
be made shorter. By placing the sense amplifier as a switch using the 
small offset at the clock boundary and swinging out during the next cycle 
would create an equally short read cycle.

The bit line registers must be controlled. Some type of control signals 
control them. They must be there and they will influence the power con-
sumption. Because the word length is short, it is reasonable to have 
such registers.

Having a register on each word-line, however, causes a lot of energy to be 
dissipated in clock gates. In order to reduce the energy consumption the 
gate has to be moved before a decoder decoding all or parts of the total 
decoding.

Therefore the following structure of memory is suggested (see figure Fig-
ure 7 on page 26):

1 the address bits are latched in a register. It has normal and 
inverted outputs with little skew.

2 The address bits are divided into dim number of address parts. 
Each such part is decoded by a decoder. Each decoder has adrl 
input bits and an output of 2log adrl bits. They are latched in nor-
mal registers.

Each bit-line has a latch for data to be written.

3 each word line consists of one address decoder and a driver stage 
feeding the word line. The decoder is an AND-gate with dim inputs. 
The driver stage may consist of 0, 1, or 2 cascaded inverters.

a number of bit-lines are grouped to a bank. There is a switch 
between the bit-lines and a bit-line bank bus

each bit-line bank has a driver to the intermediate bit-line bank 
bus.

the intermediate bit-line bank bus connects to the input stage of a 
sense amplifier.

4 the sense amplifier consists of a short circuited flip flop. The out-
put is latched in registers for the read data.

A write operation uses stage 1 to 3 and a read operation all stages.

There are probably many ways to design the memory, however it is not in 
the scope of this report to evaluate them or find the best on, instead a 
good choice is to be used. Below this design should be analysed.

stage 1 - address register
This stage consists of a normal register with inverted outputs and feed-
ing a number of AND-gates.

stage 2 - decoders and register
The address is typically dived into three parts, one decoding the banks of 
the memory and the other two for a two dimensional addressing of a 
word-line.

The decoder has an additionally input being an enable signal for access. 
The decoder decodes all states for each address part.
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The output is to a register.

The number of AND-gates are of course much less than there are word-
lines. However, the number is great and therefore skew should be as lit-
tle as possible not causing the gate outputs to flicker. Therefore the reg-
ister of the earlier stage should have outputs with little skew!

Figure 7 The circuit 
diagram of the memory. Not 
complete.
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Figure 8 The energy 
dissipation and latency time of 
stage 2. It includes output from 
the address register, the 
decoder and the input to the 
next register. On the horizontal 
axis the length of the part 
address nbit shown.

stage 3 - address decoder
In this section only the address decoder part of stage 3 is discussed. It 
consists of a number of word rows. In each row there is one AND-gate 
and one driver.

In conventional memories the address decoding is binary using n 
address bits with 2n address wires, each having 2n-1 transistors con-
nected. Total amount of switching transistors is 2•n•2n-1. The power dis-
sipation is proportional to this figure. In order to reduce the power 
dissipation the decoding is made two dimensional. In such a decoder 
there are 2*2(n/2) switching transistors, which is much less.

The address decoder is analysed in Figure 8. The latency time is almost 
not depending on the number of words. The energy dissipation increases 
by the number of words but is low. The energy dissipation per word falls. 
The energy per word is generally much less than 1.

Figure 9 The energy 
dissipation and latency time of 
stage 3. On the horizontal axis 
the length of the part address 
nbit shown.

stage 3 - writing/reading
The bit-line circuits are used for reading and writing. The circuits are 
almost size independent, only the transistors of the bank switch and the 
write transistors may be scaled.

In Figure 10 the reading and writing characteristics are shown. The read 
time and the energy dissipation is constant. For write the write time and 
the energy dissipation is proportional to the number of words.
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Figure 10 The energy 
dissipation and latency time of 
stage 3 for reading and writing. 
On the horizontal axis the 
number of words in the 
memory is shown.

7.5  Discussion - memory characteristics

area The memory contains memory cells and other circuits. The most impor-
tant characteristics of a memory is how small the memory could be 
made. The memory cells are given by the technology. Therefore the frac-
tion of non memory cells should be low. This fraction is plotted in Figure 
11 as a function of the memory size for the memory described earlier (see 
paragraph 7.4 on page 23).

The diagram shows implementations from 4 words to 2048 words, each 
being 32 bits. Above 16 words the overhead is very low. The figure 
depicts ratio of transistor counts. The memory cell is denser than the 
peripheral logic, but not more than 1.5 times. The two curves shows 
memories with1 or 2 banks.

The physical area of the largest of these memories is in the range of 
0.1mm2. It is small and uses areas so efficiently. Many such memories 
could be used to implement the multiprocessor memory system.

Figure 11 The relative area of 
non bit cells in the memory 
compared to all memory cells 
as function of the number of 
stored words. The memory is 
described in the text.

energy dissipation The memory is accessed about 3 times per node of the DAG (see figure 
7.1 on page 22), 1 write and 2 read operations. In Figure 12 the energy 
consumption is plotted as function of the memory size. As seen from the 
figure large memories consume more energy per access than smaller 
ones. Therefore it is questionable whether memories should be larger 
than 512 words. This figure is heavily dependant of the technology for 
drain diffusion of the memory cells.
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Such a memory consumes 225 energy equivalents per bit for 1w+2r 
accesses.

This figure should be compared to the energy dissipation of an arithmetic 
unit bit. Earlier it was shown that the typical arithmetic energy con-
sumption is in the range of 8 energy equivalents per gate. The figure 
above corresponds to 28 gates. The bit slice of an arithmetic unit is 
much larger. The memory is therefore not dominating the power con-
sumption.

Figure 12 The energy 
dissipation for reading and 
writing of one bit as function of 
the number of stored words. 
The memory is described in the 
text.

scheduling interval The scheduling interval for the memory system should pace the speed of 
the arithmetic units. As shown earlier the memory system needs a 
throughput of more then 3 times the arithmetic units.

In Figure 13 the scheduling interval is plotted for the memory as a func-
tion of its size. As shown the read access is almost constant. However the 
write operation increase at large memories. For a 512 word large memory 
this interval is 44 time constants. It is approximately the same figure as 
the arithmetic unit (see paragraph 6.3 on page 19). Therefore at least 3 
times more memories must be used than arithmetic units. Typical DAGs 
may need a much larger capacity in order to store applicable nodes. 
Thus the throughput is not an issue.

Figure 13 The scheduling 
interval of a memory as 
function of the number of 
stored words. The memory is 
described in the text.

Conclusion In order to keep energy dissipation low the number of words in a memory 
should be limited. The amount is low. In order to cover the storage needs 
there are many memories, much more than 3 per arithmetic unit. There-
fore the scheduling rate for the memories are adequate.
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Memories could not be made to small because then the memory periph-
eral circuits will dominate. Therefore there is a window in storage capac-
ity proper for the memory units. This window is probably 32-512 words.

In this section a “special design” was used. Other designs would exhibit 
the same type of characteristics, however with different figures. The 
energy for write is too large in contemporary memories.

8 Communication - network and links

A processor consists of a number of units like memories and arithmetic 
units. They are connected by a network. This network may pass edges of 
chips. It is not necessary in this analysis to divide between chip local 
transport or inter chip transports. However, it is important to under-
stand the physical links.

The network has a topology. Generally this topology must be rich in 
order to cope with several types of DAGs. It is not within the scope of this 
report to design the topology. Here it is just necessary to understand that 
the network consists of a number of communication nodes connected by 
communications links.

The network consists of communication switches and communication 
links. They may, as in the case of a bus, be integrated to one unit. 
Because the bus is a very special case of a communication link it is not 
treated here. Instead it is assumed that it has the same characteristics 
as a corresponding communication link.

Allocation and scheduling mechanisms allocates a bit to a particular 
communication link during a period. There are numerous schemes to do 
this: two traditional schemes are either bit serial and bit parallel. How-
ever, it is not at all necessary to define this transport here, just to under-
stand that a bit is transferred.

Figure 14 A communication 
network. It consists of switches 
and links.

communication 
switch

The communication switch is a device consisting of a permutation net-
work moving an incoming bit on a communication link to an outgoing bit 
on another communication link. The communication switch could be 
regarded as a special arithmetic unit performing switch operations. Of 
that reason the communication link is not treated in detail.

communication link The communication link consists of two communication nodes, the A and 
B node. They are the points connected. In each of them there is a register 
or a register pair, one for a received bit and one for a bit to send. Between 
the nodes there is a transport medium (in this report an opto fibre/opti-

switch

link
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cal system or a metal wire complex). A node has a driver, reading a regis-
ter and applying a physical stimuli on the corresponding position of the 
transmission medium. It also has a receiver reading the transmission 
medium and transferring the read value to a register. The transmission 
may be simplex or duplex. A bus has several nodes along the transmis-
sion medium.

Figure 15 A communication 
link. Each node has one 
register for the transport, 
transmit and receive, a driver 
and receiver. Between the 
nodes there are wires.

Each node has its own clock. They are all synchronised for the transport. 
The synchronisation mechanism is discussed elsewhere (see paragraph 
9.1 on page 38). During one clock cycle a transmitter transfers informa-
tion from the register to the wire. During the corresponding clock cycle in 
the other end a receiver transfers this information from the wire to the 
register. The clocks have the same frequency but with a particular phase 
difference tphase. The information has a propagation delay tpd from the 
input to the transmitter to the output of the receiver.

The receiver is assumed to have a three phase clock. During phase 1-3 
the transmitter sends data. During phase 2 the slave part of the receiver 
register reads the wire and during the other phases it stores the value. 
The master register of the receiver reads the slave during phase 1. Phase 
3 is used to compensate for jitter and phase difference. It may be in some 
cases be skipped.

8.1  Communication links
The following links are analysed

• full signal swing on metal wire
• reduced signal swing on metal wire
• reduced signal swing on electrical transmission lines
• optical medium with current to photon and photon to current 

devices

The following has to be considered for each link:

• registers for single bits in the transmitter and receiver,
• an electrical driver and transmitter between the register and the 

transmission medium
• a receiver and a sense amplifier between the transmission medium 

and a registers
• clock generators in the transmitter and the receiver

Dividing the problem into these parts simplifies the analysis. The regis-
ters, driver, sense amplifier and clock generators have the same perform-
ance for all communication links. Thus they could be treated separately.

8.1.1  Full signal, metal

This type of link is the conventional wire used on chip. Because of the 
wire capacitance and resistance the energy dissipation is high and the 
scheduling interval is long at long distances [10][16][17].
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The driver is a normal CMOS inverter [10]. It could be scaled to the 
capacitance of the wire [5][7]. A number of cascaded inverters are used 
[12]. It is assumed that energy is dissipated in the inverters and regis-
ters. The final inverter dissipates the wire energy. The optimum inverter 
scale is approximately 3.7 [5]. The energy dissipation is:

22

Where η is the fraction of switch transitions in a transmission (probably 
near 0.5),Vdd is the power supply voltage, cw is the wire capacitance per 
unit length and l the wire length. Ereg is the energy in one register, (see 
figure Figure 19 on page 37).

The maximum switching speed is assumed to correspond to either the 
time constant of the wire or the propagation delay of the driver, (see fig-
ure Figure 20 on page 37). 

8.1.2  Reduced signal, metal

This type of link is a low voltage current driven wire used on chip. 
Because of the wire capacitance the wire voltage is low, generally in the 
range of 10-100’s of mV. In order to cope with this low voltage a pair of 
wires is used, but only one is necessary. below one of several possible 
designs are analysed.

The driver consists of an inverter and two p-channel drivers being 
clocked. The drivers feed one of the wires with a current during phase 2. 
There are also two n-channel transistors used to discharge the wires to 
ground during phase 1.

One n-channel transistor is used at the receiver end to short circuit the 
two wires during phase 1.

There are two n-channel transistors use as transmission gates to feed 
the sense amplifier input at phase 2. This value is kept during the next 
phase.

A sense amplifier consists of a short circuited flip-flop. During phase 2 it 
is unpowered and the internal nodes are short circuited. During phase 1 
the flip-flop is powered. In an initial state the internal nodes have the 
same potential, however there is a small offset on the nodes due to the 
input to the sense amplifiers. The small offset swings out exponentially 
to the saturated value Vdd. The output from the flip-flop is buffered.

The energy dissipation is:

23

Where η is the fraction of switch transitions in a transmission (probably 
near 0.5),Vdd is the power supply voltage, cw is the wire capacitance per 
unit length and l the wire length. Ereg and Esense are the energies in a 
register and a sense amplifier, respectively.

The maximum switching speed is assumed to correspond to either the 
time constant of the wire or the propagation delay of the driver and the 
sense amplifier.

In Figure 16 the performance is shown for one link. The propagation 
delay time is short, about 16 time equivalents. For a wire corresponding 
to 10000 gate lengths (1.5mm) the delay is 26 time equivalents. Because 
of a lot of switching within the registers and the sense amplifier the 
power consumption is rather high, 50 power equivalents, at a short wire. 
Energy consumption increases slowly by the length of the wire due to 

E 2 Ereg• η Vdd
2

cw l•••+=

E 2 Ereg Esense+• 2 η• Vdd Vth• cw l•••+=
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longer switch times in the sense amplifier (see paragraph 8.1.5 on page 
34).

Figure 16 The energy 
dissipation and scheduling 
interval as a function of the 
wire length.

8.1.3  Reduced signal, transmission line

This type of link is a low voltage current driven wire used external chip. 
Because of the characteristic impedance the wire voltage is low, generally 
in the range of 10’s of mV.

The circuit resembles the preceding one except for the transmission 
medium. The short circuit transistors are not used and the driver is sin-
gle output. 

The energy dissipation is:

24

Here tbit is the time period for one bit, Zo is the characteristic impedance 
of the transmission line. tbit is the maximum value depending on trans-
mission quality on the transmission line and the delay in the sense 
amplifier. There is a problem with the inductance from driver output to 
transmission line (see paragraph 8.1.6 on page 35).

There is a dynamic energy consumed at a bit transfer due the registers, 
driver and sense amplifier on a level corresponding to the preceding type. 
However, there is also a static current through the driver and the trans-
mission line to ground. If the scheduling interval is increased energy is 
also increased, see equation 24.

Transmission lines are generally either cables or microstrips on sub-
strates. The high-frequency characteristics depend on both the physical 
size of the wire and on the dielectricum. Some cofired ceramics have high 
dielectric losses and may limit the transmission frequency to 10GHz and 
about 20cm. The thickness of the conductor generally used will limit the 
speed and wire length to approximately the same length.

Of that reason transmission lines should be considered to be used only 
inside a computer with small dimensions.

8.1.4  Optical

This type of link is an optical link used external chip. There is a photo 
diode or laser used as transmitter and a photo diode used as receiver. 
The transmission media is some type of optical system, among which the 
normal optical fibre is found.

E 2 Ereg Esense+• η tbit• Vdd Vsense 2• Zo⁄••+=
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From circuit point of view the transmitter, the transmission medium and 
the photo diode could be assumed to be an opto coupler with a current 
gain α. The transmitter is a diode of some sort having a forward voltage 
of 1.2 - 1.5 V. The photo diode is a back biased diode having a leakage 
current being the photo current output. The circuit around these devices 
is therefore almost similar to the preceding type. The difference is that 
the sense amplifier has current instead of voltage on input.

The energy dissipation is:

25

Here r is the resistance of the transistors in the sense amplifier. There is 
a problem with the inductance from driver output to transmitter diode 
(see paragraph 8.1.6 on page 35) and the capacitance of the photo diode 
and the package/pad capacitance of the input stage to the sense ampli-
fier.

Figure 17 The energy 
dissipation and scheduling 
interval as a function of the 
current gain α for an optical 
link.

There is a dynamic energy consumed at a bit transfer due the registers, 
driver and sense amplifier on a level corresponding to the preceding type. 
However, there is also a static current through the driver and the trans-
mitter to ground. If the scheduling interval is increased energy is also 
increased.

If r•α is less than Zο of the transmission line link the optical link is more 
power consuming. r is a characteristics of sense amplifier. A typical value 
is 10kohm if input capacitances are neglected. However if the photo 
diode has a considerable capacitance the transistors have to be scale 
reducing r. α is generally less than 1%. Therefore the transmission line 
and the optical one are almost the same if the capacitance of the photo 
diodes are very small.

If photo diodes are not placed on-chip it is likely that the sense amplifier 
transistors have to be scaled. Thus the power consumption is higher.

In some research it assumed that sophisticated optic devices are used to 
increase connectivity. Some of these devices have large optical losses. 
Therefore α is reduced and the power dissipation increases.

The optical system has diffraction as the main attenuation component. It 
is generally very low for opto fibres. Therefore optical links are the only 
transmission medium for long distances (>1m).

8.1.5  Sense amplifier

There are many types of sense amplifiers. If the threshold voltage is mod-
erate the short circuited flip-flop has good characteristics [21][27]. Class 

E 2 Ereg Esense+• η tbit• Vdd Vth r⁄ 1• α⁄••+=
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A analog amplifiers consumes more power and are more complex. There-
fore the first type is analysed here.

The sense amplifier consists of a flip-flop and some short circuiting gates 
and current switch gates. The flip-flop is initially short circuited between 
the two internal electrical nodes. By some means the nodes are set to 
have somewhat different voltages depending on the sense input. When 
the short circuit is opened the flip flop start to swing against nearest sta-
ble value. The course is almost logarithmic, i e very fast Figure 18.

Figure 18 The switching 
behaviour for a switched sense 
amplifier. The y-axis shows the 
logarithm of the swing from the 
short circuited value. The x-
axis is the time. The course is 
almost logarithmic until the 
stable value. 6 curves for the 
initial offset 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 
0.08, 0.16 and 0.32 are shown.

The time delay is approximately:

26

When adding an input and output buffer, the delay is for a 4% input off-
set in a typical sense amplifier is11.4 time equivalents.

The lowest input voltage is determined by the offset voltage of the input 
transistors. It is very dependant on the technology used. Voltages in the 
range of 10-40mV should generally be possible to detect [20][21][28].

8.1.6  Chip edge problems

At the chip edge there is a connection from a drain diffusion through a 
pad and an external connection to the external device. The external con-
nection has an equivalent circuit being an inductance followed by a 
capacitance.

In the case of a transmission line or a laser/photo diode the capacitance 
could be ignored. The inductance is however a problem. The current 
should have fast rise time and the inductance limits this rise time. There 
is a delay that could be estimated to:

27

Here Lpin is the inductance from transmitter to transmission line or 
laser/photo diode, Ipin is the nominal current used to the transmission 
medium, Vdd the power supply voltage and Vpin the voltage over the 
external device.

Vpin is about 50mV for a transmission line and 1.5V for a laser diode. Vdd 
is around 2V. Lpin depends heavily on the package and mounting. A 
pretty good value is 10nH. The transmission line would have a delay of 
10ps and the laser diode 40ps at 2mA. If the current has to be increased 
to 10mA the delay is 200ps.

tsense 0.5 r• c Vdd Vin⁄( )log••=

tpad Lpin Ipin Vdd Vpin–( )⁄•=
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Therefore opto links have a reduced transmission speed if the laser diode 
current has to be increased. This could be necessary if the optical losses 
are too large or inefficient diodes are used.

Some modern epitaxy technology integrates the laser on the same chip 
as the electronics. The inductance is then reduced considerably.

8.2  Physical wires
The on-chip physical wires are lossy transmission lines. For high-speed 
circuits the transmission line effects are essential, especially for clock 
wires. The main obstacle is the RC-effect of the wire resistance and the 
wire capacitance. It both delays the signal and changes the wave form.

The effect could not be changed by using wider wires or tapering the 
wires. The technology may use Cu instead of Al as wire material. The dif-
ference is within a factor of 2. Other dielectricas may be used and the 
insulator thickness may be increased, however the effect is within a fac-
tor of 2. Therefore technology is not the solution.

The wire may be altered to a wire with a number of amplifiers placed 
along the wire [4][7][10]. An amplifier may be an inverter or a receiver/
transmitter pair. The change of the wire introduces delay and increases 
the skew between wires.

As shown above the units (memory and arithmetic) are generally small. 
Within a unit there is generally no problem with the wire length, even 
when scaled.

A multiprocessor may see a wire as a transmission line with several bits. 
The scheduling mechanism may allocate several transmissions simulta-
neously on such a wire. The delay could be considerable without effect-
ing the overall performance. Therefore a long wire could be replaced by a 
number of shorter wires separated by registers. The distance could be 
chosen such that the RC-effect of the wire has no significance.

8.3  Discussion
In Figure 19 and Figure 20 the performance of the four treated transmis-
sion media are shown. In these figures the energy dissipation and the 
scheduling interval are plotted against the physical length of the link. As 
expected the full swing variant is only superior below 250 (approximately 
30µm. There is a difference within a factor of 2 for the others. There are 
design parameters such that this difference could be compensated for. 
By sure the low voltage pair could be halved.

scheduling interval The figures for the scheduling interval shows that full swing is superior 
as expected. The others are equal within a factor 1.4. In this case it is not 
likely that there could be a compensation.
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Figure 19 The energy 
dissipation for the four 
transmission media. The 
values at zero length are for full 
swing = 19, low voltage = 33, 
transmission line = 27, and 
opto = 53.

Figure 20 The scheduling 
interval for the four 
transmission media. The 
values at zero length are for full 
swing = 4, low voltage = 16, 
transmission line = 16, and 
opto = 26.

The scheduling interval for all of them should be compared to the sched-
uling intervals of arithmetic and memory. They are shorter, thus the net-
work could fulfil the necessary transports.

energy dissipation The energy dissipation is less than in the arithmetic unit and the memo-
ries. Thus single link transports do not significantly increase the energy 
dissipation. However in a multi stage link the power dissipation of the 
links may be worse.

It is also fine that on-chip as well as off chip links are equal good. Thus 
the chip-edge is no limiting border. However, an arithmetic unit needs 
approximately 100 communication links in order to pace its speed. Con-
temporary technology allows for several hundreds of these wires. There-
fore the communication may be hindered when more than 10 arithmetic 
units are present on a chip!

The topology for a network could from transport point of view be ana-
lysed as a number of communication switches separated by communica-
tion links. The communication switches have almost negligible energy 
dissipation and scheduling intervals. The throughput of these links are 
independent on how many links being cascaded. However, the energy 
dissipation is proportional.

From execution point of view each node of a DAG could be analysed. The 
value of a node to transport is a result of an arithmetic operation con-
suming an implementation independent amount of energy. The result is 
written and then read fan-out (typical 2) times from the memory. Thus 
there are some few 1+fanout transports. Assuming that there are nhop 
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communication links passed for each transport, then the energy con-
sumed is

28

This energy could be considerable. An allocation method may place node 
near to be local. The communication network may be rich, however the 
number of hops have to be limited. In order to understand how impor-
tant this is, assume that there are two operators L and S using 10000 
and 2000 gates, respectively, for 32 bit arithmetic. They correspond to 
the size of a floating point arithmetic and fix point arithmetic units. Each 
bit of them consumes approximately 600 and 120 energy equivalents. 
Assuming that a link dissipates 40 energy equivalents, the energy for the 
arithmetic corresponds to 10 and 1 hops, respectively.

An optimal communication network connecting nterm points may have 
2log(nterm) hops. For foreseeable sizes this figure is less than 30. Thus the 
worst case communication consumes about 6 and 30 times, respectively, 
more than the arithmetic.

9 Clock generation

There are some asynchronous self-timed logic. It is not well understood 
nor well-used. For other types of systems there is a need of a clock. It 
should as an abstract feature be understood as a physical action indicat-
ing a particular time.

The clock system consists of clock generators and clock distribution 
devices. The clock generator is some type of oscillator, free-running or 
controlled. It produces some type of cyclic signal, generally a square 
wave. The clock distribution communicates this signal to (all) registers.

Clocks are always needed if not self-timed circuits are used. Self timed 
circuit either use edges as indicator of state and time or combinations of 
logical levels and hand-shaking signals. It is not likely that units using a 
number of peripheral signal should be able to handle such timing safely 
[24]. Probably it is of that reason that this techniques is not well used.

Traditional communication links have used hand-shaking. On long wires 
this is both slow and less reliable. Generally older communication stand-
ards used hand-shaking. Most, but not all, modern communication 
standards are synchronous in some respect. As an example on the con-
trary is the popular PCI-bus.

9.1  Where to use clock generation
Clock generation is a must of some type of processor or parts of proces-
sors. The units need clock signals for their registers. This is the conven-
tional way to use clock generators. However, it is a result of a long lasting 
evaluation and the question is whether there could be other types:

• a clock generator could be unique for each register bit. Because of 
the size of the clock generator compared to the register bit this is a 
costly implementation. There are few places where this type of 
application could be used.

• a clock generator could be unique for a register. A common applica-
tion is the receiving or transmitting register in a communication 
link.

Enet nhop 1 nfanout+( ) Elink••=
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• a clock generator could be used for a group of registers. The may 
be part of an arithmetic unit, a part of a processor or a full proces-
sor.

In all these case clock frequency and phase has to be controlled. The 
technique to phase lock an oscillator to a signal is well developed. This 
technique could be used for the first application. The latter two applica-
tions may let separate clock regions to be asynchronous or being phase 
locked to each other.

The technique using asynchronous clock regions requires communica-
tion between them to be self-timed. One problem with such logic is that it 
is not reliable because of meta-stable state. If the clocks in two commu-
nicating units are almost in phase or have only a slight frequency differ-
ence it is likely that such meta-stable state would occur. As a 
multiprocessor may use large amounts of separate clock regions the pos-
sibility to enter such states is even more likely.

Another type of clock scheme is to have all clock generators phase locked 
to each other.

Figure 21 Clock systems. a: 
is a central system and b: a 
register per unit. Clocks are 
distributed between the clock 
generators in order to 
synchronize

9.2  Phase locking many clock generators
Assume that there is a set of oscillators. They have all some state specify-
ing a nominal clock frequency and means to control an oscillator to run 
at this frequency within some tolerance.

The clock signals should be controlled in two ways

• their frequency should be within a frequency range near a nominal 
frequency fo. In some systems this frequency needs to be very 
accurate, in other less or just adequate to control the registers.

• the phase difference between all oscillators should be zero.

The frequency could be adjusted by giving priorities to the clock or/and 
each oscillator has a priority for each value of the state space of the nom-
inal frequency.

The phase difference can only be measured if clock edges from other 
clocks are compared to a clocks own frequency. A network of such clock 
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transmissions is necessary. However, the same network as the communi-
cation network may be used.

All clocks are therefore connected in a bidirectional graph. The entire 
control system is a complex regulator system. One such system has been 
demonstrated1.

9.3  Clock distribution
The clock distribution consists of wires and drivers. An arithmetic unit 
may contain some thousand registers. Therefore the fan-out is very high 
resulting in a tree of drivers. Optimum amplification is around 3. There-
fore 5-6 levels are needed.

The delay of such a driver is 6. Thus the total delay is 36. This value 
should be compared to the delay of one pipe-line stage in the arithmetic 
unit being in the range of 50 (see paragraph 6.3 on page 19).

The different branches of the tree have to be matched. Mismatch may be 
compensated for by increasing the scheduling interval. A match of the 
drivers within 10% is likely.

A normal wire has a resistance in the range of 1kohm/mm, depending 
on the technology. The time constant of the wire is in the range of 10ps/
mm2. The size of an arithmetic unit is expected to be small (see para-
graph 6.4 on page 21). Therefore the delay in the wires should be negli-
gable.

The main problem in the distribution network is to keep fast rise and fall 
times. Introduction of negative resistance as schmidt triggers may help.

Clock distribution is probably one of the most important parts to be 
researched. However, going from non pipe-lined arithmetic to pipe-lined 
increases the amount of registers with a factor 10-30. It corresponds to 
only 2-3 more levels in the cascade of clock drivers. It is therefore likely 
that the problem could be solved.

9.4  Discussion
Clock distribution has been considered a main problem. Contemporary 
research focuses on synchronisation very large chips. The first attempt 
has been to match the distribution of the clock [26]. A next step is to 
include programmable delay lines [29][36].

One of the misconceptions is that chips are assumed to be large central-
ised devices. By building up both communication and clock systems as a 
number of separate units, each small unit may use classical techniques. 
Between units artificial transmission lines being a shift register can be 
used in order to eliminate the RC-delay problem. Clocks within each 
small unit are to be synchronised with neighbour clocks.

By using the edges of the transmitted data as synchronisers perfect clock 
phase matches may be created. There is a clock generator component 
having inputs from some few communication links producing a clock sig-
nal. This type of device is frequently used on a chip. Such a component 
does not exist today.

In such a system the phase difference between distant units could be 
large but low between neighbour units.

1. In the rp8601 system these types of clock generators was researched. The system was simulated 
but not built. Nor research report was published.
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Symbols

current gain in an optical system
consisting of transmitter, medium
and receiver

dielectric constant of gate oxide

relative switching frequency of a
node. When switching every
cycle the value is 0.5

hit ratio in a cache memory

intrinsic circuit delay of a technol-
ogy, i e c•r

total chip area for all arithmetic
units

chip area for an arithmetic unit
implementing operator op

chip area of the pipe-line in an
arithmetic unit

a reference area of an intuitive
implementation of the arithmetic
of an application

chip area of a register bit

capacitance of a node

gate capacitance per unit area

wire capacitance per unit length

gate depth of an arithmetic unit
implementing operator op, i e
along longest path from input to
output

gate depth of a stage in a pipe-
lined arithmetic unit

energy

the elementary energy stored in
one gate capacitance, c•Vdd

2

energy dissipation for one trans-
port over a communication link

energy dissipation for the trans-
port along a path for a vertex of
the DAG

energy dissipation of a register

energy dissipation of a sense
amplifier

switching energy of one stage of
a pipe-line in an arithmetic unit

execution frequency for an oper-
ator op of an application

the number of gates in an arith-
metic unit implementing the oper-
ator op

drain current

current through a pad

wire length

channel length of a transistor

inductance of a wire from a pad

α

εox

η

ηhit

τ

Aalu

Aop

A
oṗ pipe,

Aref

Areg

cnode

cox

cw

dop

dstage

E

e

Elink

Enet

Ereg

Esense

Estage

fop

gop

Id

Ipin

l

ltr

Lpin

number of memory accesses per
node of a DAG

number of arithmetic units

number of gates controlled by the
clock signal in one stage of a
pipe-line in an arithmetic unit

fan-in of a gate, i e the number of
inputs

fan-out of a gate, i e the number
of inputs connected to the output

number of memory levels in a
memory hierarchy

number of communication links
along a path implementing a ver-
tex of the DAG

number of arithmetic units imple-
menting the operator op

number of instances of operator
op in the DAG

number of stages in a pipe-line of
an arithmetic unit

power

a reference power dissipation of
an intuitive implementation of the
arithmetic of an application

transistor resistance

scheduling rate for a transport

period for the real-time cycle of
the application

scheduling interval for arithmetic
units

thickness of gate oxide

time delay for a pad

power supply voltage

saturation velocity for electrons
under gate oxide

voltage on a pad

voltage threshold for a sense
amplifier

bit width of a stage of a pipe-line
in an arithmetic unit

characteristic impedance of a
wire

block length in the cache mem-
ory hierarchy

width of transistor

nacc

Nalu

ncl

nfanin

nfanout

nhier

nhop

Nop

nop

nstage

P

Pref

r

tbit

Tcyc

top

tox

tpad

Vdd

Vin

vth

Vpin

Vsense

wstage

Zo

wmem

wtr
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